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Executive Summary
Today’s security battle is being waged at the endpoint, and  

traditional tools are ineffective against today’s sophisticated  

attackers. Industry experts agree that network security is  

necessary, but not sufficient. 

As organizations set out to upgrade their outdated  

endpoint security to a Next-Generation Endpoint Security 

(NGES) solution, they are faced with a dizzying set of  

choices that all claim to offer the best answer to today’s 

security challenges. This white paper cuts through the  

noise and offers a clear description of the pros, cons and 

tradeoffs of varying approaches to NGES.

Security teams need more than new technology; they  

need a new mindset. They can no longer adopt the  

“detect-it-and-stop-it” posture that organizations have  

used for more than 25 years. Modern attackers are way too 

smart and determined for that simplistic of a defense.  

NGES offers new forms of prevention, but it’s also about  

understanding how adversaries and attackers work and  

disrupting them. This shifts the balance of power back to  

the defenders.

Foundational to NGES is real-time, continuous and historical  

visibility into what is happening on your endpoints. By 

storing and collating that information, you have immediate 

access to a centralized system of record that enables  

continuous detection and rapid response to ongoing 

threats. You can no longer try to forensically put the pieces 

together after a breach and hope that the attacker doesn’t 

resurface. NGES provides the data to help you properly  

identify how the attacker entered and where he went, and 

gives you the tools to stop an attack in progress, remediate 

any damage, and apply that knowledge to prevent similar 

style attacks from occurring again. 

 

This requires more than just the reactive prevention  

techniques of traditional antivirus solutions. It requires  

applying multiple forms of prevention including  

behavioral patterns that are harder for an attacker to  

bypass, and proactive prevention such as default-deny  

that does not require any pre-knowledge of malware to  

prevent unauthorized activity.

It also requires the collaborative effort of the entire  

security community. You can no longer afford to “go it  

alone.” Threat intelligence comes from multiple sources  

and your NGES needs to leverage the expertise of  

the community. You need to be able to quickly share  

information with your peers, and easily incorporate new 

rules and knowledge accordingly.

Security solutions as well can no longer afford to operate in 

silos. The adversary does not target just one component of 

your security stack, so managing your solutions in isolation  

is like fighting with one hand tied behind your back. By  

correlating network alerts with endpoint telemetry, patch 

management with incident response, SIEM data with actual 

user activity, you can turn unwieldy amounts of data and 

alerts into a manageable set of actionable intelligence. 

NGES solutions provide the partnerships with other  

technologies and open APIs necessary to automate the 

integration between your solutions.

The paper provides a description of the requirements  

needed for Next-Generation Endpoint Security and the  

information you need to successfully protect your  

organization against today’s advanced threats.
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The Endpoint is the Battleground
The battle for security today is being fought on the endpoint.

Why?

The endpoint is the target. Endpoints are the systems that store your intellectual property and perform critical business tasks . 

Anything at the end of a wired or wireless network connection is an endpoint; be it a server, desktop, laptop, mobile device, or 

fixed-function device such as a POS machine or kiosk. It can be physical or virtual, sitting under your desk or existing in some  

storage rack far away . When cyber attacks are launched to take your data, steal your identity, or disrupt your business, their  

ultimate target is your endpoints . Whether it is dropping malicious code or accessing sensitive data, the activity is occurring on 

your systems .

The endpoint is the “new perimeter.” There was a time when business computers were all connected to a local network and the 

pathways to the Internet were few and well-defined. The idea of perimeter security made sense, similar to gated communities of 

houses with security personnel in the guardhouses .

In the modern world, with mobile computing, cloud computing, and virtual computing, you can access your confidential data  

from almost anywhere . When mobile users travel, their endpoints are not protected by their network security . There are no 

well-defined perimeters or places to put the guardhouses. Today, each endpoint is essentially its own perimeter. For this reason, 

network security is necessary, but it’s insufficient to protect you from cyber attacks.

The endpoint is vulnerable. The vast majority of organizations are using traditional security tools that are based on antivirus and 

an outdated “detect-it-and-stop-it” strategy . Traditional endpoint security tools were born in another era and only stop “nuisance 

malware,” not targeted attacks .

Many industry experts claim that if you have the proper endpoint security you can reduce your investment in network security . 

Proper endpoint security is the most critical piece of your security program .

Today, each endpoint is essentially its own perimeter.
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Background
Computer viruses, the early precursor to today’s advanced cyber attacks, have been around for decades. The first PC virus, 

dubbed (c)Brain, was created in 1986. The first Internet worm, dubbed Morris, infected roughly 6,000 computers in 1988. The  

number of viruses and malware has grown exponentially since those early days. In the 1980s, viruses and malware numbered in 

the hundreds. In the 1990s, the number ballooned to the thousands and then tens of thousands. By the turn of the millennium, 

there were almost a hundred thousand known viruses. In 2008, the year the Conficker worm infected millions of computers in 

more than 190 countries, there were estimated to be 1 million known viruses and malware. It is now in the hundreds of millions.1 

Counting has become meaningless as modern malware is customized, polymorphic, and often composed of multiple pieces of 

independent and unique malware .

The first antivirus solutions appeared in 1987. They were based on binary signatures or exact matches of known malware.  

This concept worked when the number of known viruses was small . To keep pace with the rapid growth in malware, antivirus  

technologies added heuristic algorithms designed to detect partial patterns and increase coverage . Today, with nearly 1 million 

new malicious threats discovered every day2, even the best heuristics cannot keep pace . The idea of maintaining a “blacklist”  

of all known bad software is simply not sustainable given these numbers .

Total Malware

Figure 1: Total known malware
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1 | https://www.av-test.org/en/statistics/malware/
2 | http://money.cnn.com/2015/04/14/technology/security/cyber-attack-hacks-security/
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An Obsolete Paradigm
More important than the increased volume of malicious programs is the increase in sophistication, which renders the entire  

concept of a blacklist impractical . How is a list of signatures, be they exact binary matches or heuristic patterns, maintained?  

Some person or some machine must first “see” each sample of malware before a signature can be created. By definition,  

that means that somewhere prior there is a patient zero who has been attacked by the malware before any signature has  

been conceived .

For the sake of illustration, let’s be optimistic and say that, on average, a piece of malware has to only appear on 1,000 systems  

before an antivirus company sees that malware . Let’s further say that the whole process is automated and the instant the  

malware is “seen,” an antivirus signature is immediately available to all consumers (in reality, it can take hours or days to develop 

the signature; and days, weeks, or even months before every consumer receives the latest updates) .

This reactive approach creates a “window of opportunity,” often measured in weeks or months, which is the time malware can 

spread and remain undetected until a signature is available .

Window of Opportunity for the Attacker

Not Protected Protected

Figure 2 - How Antivrius Signatures work with Opportunistic Attacks
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An important goal in security is to minimize the window of opportunity for attackers . Blacklisting technology by its nature depends 

on the spread rate of the attack . Two decades ago, when most malware was opportunistic and designed to spread as quickly as 

possible, that worked to the advantage of traditional antivirus technology . As malware techniques have evolved, targeted and 

more precise attacks have become the norm. In 2010, 75 percent of the attacks that Symantec saw were “micro-distribution”  

attacks, targeting 50 computers or fewer.3 That was more than five years ago. The growth of targeted attacks has only continued.

What happens to the antivirus model during a targeted or micro-distribution attack?

In a targeted attack, the spread of the malware often never reaches the threshold of detection. Therefore, a signature may never 

be created to detect it and the window of opportunity for the attacker may never close .
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Figure 3 - How Antivirus Signatures Work with Targeted or Advanced Attacks
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3 | Enrique Salem, (former) President and CEO of Symantec, RSA keynote, February 2011
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Typical Malware Advanced Threats

Scope

Broad and General 

Thousands of  

users at once

Narrow and Focused 

Specific users and companies

Presence
Noisy 

Quickly discovered

Quiet and Stealthy 

Takes months to discover, often 

by third parties

Mode of  

Operation
Automated Operated by Malicious Actor

Damage

User Impact 

Lost productivity,  

reimaging costs

Corporate Impact 

Enormous costs, loss of customer 

loyalty and revenue

Detection  

and Prevention

Blacklist-based  

AV signatures

Requires a 

New Approach

Advanced Threats Are Different

Advanced Threats
“Advanced threats,” as they are commonly called, that produce high-profile breaches generally differ from historical “nuisance 

malware” in a number of areas, with two key attributes standing out:

1. Attacks are targeted, not opportunistic. The victim organization 

or person was specifically chosen by the attacker, and therefore 

the “spread” or rate of infection is intentionally low .

2. Attacks are driven by human interaction. An attack is not just  

a piece of automated code but rather a person (or persons)  

interacting with the target computers over the course of the 

attack. It is from this second attribute that you hear terms such 

as “command and control”—a central server or servers where an 

attacker can issue directives to and receive data from the infected 

systems—and “living off the land”—where the attacker uses  

existing tools on the target systems to accomplish their goals 

instead of dropping new or foreign pieces of malicious code .

These attributes render traditional antivirus technology ineffective. Either the malware will never reach the required threshold for 

a blacklist signature to be created, or there may be little or no actual malware (e.g., malicious files or code) dropped on the target 

systems to even scan .

Advanced threats  
involve targeted  

attacks with  
human interaction.
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Understanding Cyber Attacks

“Know your enemy and know yourself and you can fight a 
hundred battles without disaster.”—Sun Tzu

There is a reason security professionals love to quote Sun Tzu. First, it’s kind  

of fun . Second, and more importantly, it helps change the way security is  

approached . Next-generation security is about evolving beyond simply  

block-and-tackle techniques toward understanding the root causes behind 

cyber attacks . By better understanding how attackers operate, you can be a 

more effective defender.

The Cyber Kill Chain
A few years back, Lockheed Martin applied the military concept of a kill chain 

to cyber security, in a model known as the cyber kill chain (CKC) . The CKC is a 

way of describing the different stages of a cyber attack from the perspective 

of the attacker, with the idea that detecting and disrupting any one stage can 

prevent the entire attack from succeeding .

Reconnaissance Weaponization Delivery Exploitation

Installation
Command

and Control
Actions on
Objectives

Research,

target selection,

harvesting emails

and information

about targets

Coupling exploit

with backdoor

into a

deliverable 

payload

Delivering payload

to target via

email, Web, USB,

or other method

Exploiting a

vulnerability to

execute the

malicious code

Installing a remote

access trojan

or backdoor on

target system

Establishing

beacon and

channel to

receive directives

Collecting,

encrypting and

extracting data

from victim, or

disrupting

operations

Figure 4 - The 7 Stages of the Cyber Kill Chain

Case Study: A Cautionary Tale

In June 2015, a United States government 

agency announced that it had suffered a massive 

data breach resulting in the loss of 21 .5 million 

records of sensitive information, including Social 

Security numbers, personal financial information, 

and even fingerprints. As details emerged about 

the incident, it became evident that this breach 

was a culmination of earlier attacks dating back 

to 2013.

• March 2014: Agency detects malicious  

activity from November 2013. It is believed  

that manuals about their IT assets were 

stolen in that attack .

• June 2014: A contractor for the agency 

discloses a breach of more than 27,000 

government employee records back in 

December 2013. A known exploit in SAP 

software is believed to have been used .

• August 2014: It is disclosed that a second 

contractor for the agency suffered a breach 

of more than 390,000 personnel records 

also around December 2013.

• December 2014: A separate breach is 

discovered at the second contractor, 

involving more than 48,000 federal 

employee records . Credentials stolen in 

this attack were likely used to infiltrate the 

government agency .

• April 2015: The agency first detects a 

breach that likely began in December 2014.

• June 2015: The agency discloses that 4 .2 

million records were compromised . Later 

that month, a second breach is disclosed 

raising the total number of compromised 

security clearance records to 21 .5M . 

This is a clear example of how an incomplete  

response to one incident can and will lead to 

more serious breaches .
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Whether you use the kill chain as an integral part of your security  

planning or not, it is useful as a tool to think about what security  

actually means . Security is more than just identifying a piece of  

malware and deleting or quarantining it . Understanding how cyber 

attacks work enables you to focus on addressing attack delivery 

mechanisms (e.g., with URL and email filtering), preventing exploitation 

(e .g ., with patch management), and using network analysis to look  

for signs of command-and-control .

If an attacker has already made it to the Installation stage of the kill 

chain, for example, he or she has already penetrated your defenses 

and may do so again at will . Moreover, by the time you identify a piece 

of malware, without further context, how do you know whether the 

attacker has already moved on to later stages? The attacker may have 

dropped other software, made configuration changes, stolen user 

credentials, or exfiltrated critical information.

Looking for signs at all stages of an attack allows you to detect intrusions faster and earlier, and enables you to focus on early 

preventative measures instead of just cleanup. Most malware is simply a means to an end for an attacker. If your processes and 

technology do not provide the larger picture, you might as well be emptying the ashtrays on the deck of the Titanic .

Most malware is simply a  
means to an end for an attacker.  
If your processes and technology  

do not provide the larger  
picture, you might as well be 
emptying the ashtrays on the  

deck of the Titanic.
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Responding to an Attack
Having a deeper understanding of cyber attacks leads to a better understanding of how to respond when there is an incident .  

To truly contain, eradicate and recover from an incident, you need to ask and answer important questions about the attack:

How did it get there?

How did the attacker enter your organization and either install malicious files or make configuration changes? In incident response, 

this is called determining “root cause .”

If you cannot trace an incident back to its source, you will not be able to stop similar attacks from happening again. Too many 

 organizations will respond to a breach by simply reimaging their systems . That approach only addresses the symptoms of the 

attack, not the root cause . A recent survey by BMC revealed that nearly half of all data breaches were caused by known  

vulnerabilities for which patches are available .4

What did it do?

What did the attacker do once they were inside? Where did they go? What credentials or data were compromised? This part of the 

process is known as identifying “scope .”

Advanced cyber attacks are not just about malware. They are about achieving objectives, whether it is the theft of confidential 

information, the destruction of data, or even making a socio-political statement . These attacks are multistage and typically involve 

many computers in an organization. If you do not identify all impacted systems, artifacts, and impacted credentials, you will not be 

able to properly remediate or recover from the incident .

If the attacker has stolen account credentials or left behind malicious code, you will likely get hit again. Two-thirds of data  

breaches involve the use of valid user credentials .5

Properly identifying scope and root cause enables you to answer the two most important post-investigation questions:

• How do I clean it up?

• How do I prevent it from happening again?

4 | http://siliconangle.com/blog/2016/01/12/known-vulnerabilities-cause-44-percent-of-all-data-breaches/
5 | 2014 Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report, http://www.verizonenterprise.com/DBIR/2014/reports/rp_Verizon-DBIR-2014_en_xg.pdf
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Next-Generation Endpoint Security Requirements
To battle advanced cyber attacks, NGES uses a fundamentally different approach than traditional endpoint security.

Traditional endpoint security is based on the simple assumption that you can detect everything that’s bad. It assumes that most 

software on an endpoint is “good,” and it reacts when it detects something that is “bad” (e .g ., it might block the malware, quarantine 

it, and start a recording of endpoint activity). Its model is “detect-first-and-then-react.” This worked 15 years ago when there was far 

more good software than bad software, but that is no longer the case .

NGES systems operate on the premise that you can’t detect everything that is bad, or you can’t know what is bad ahead of time . 

They assume everything is suspect, and for that reason they record everything so it can be examined at any point in the future. In 

its strongest security posture NGES only allows software to run that is “known-good” and considers everything thing else malware 

until proven otherwise . NGES uses advanced detection techniques to identify and validate suspected malware, but it does not rely 

on detecting it first.

Traditional reactive security is woefully inadequate to address both the volume and targeted nature of advanced threats . The 

convergence of improved visibility, newer forms of prevention, advanced threat detection, and the need to rapidly respond to an 

attack, are critical to modern endpoint security .

Effective security needs to apply an understanding of how attackers operate, along with a continuous and adaptive process, in 

order to respond quickly and effectively, raise the cost for the attacker, and shift the balance of power back to security teams.

Watch all endpoint activity

Create a centralized “system of record”

Customize threat detection

Respond to and disrupt attacks

Apply multiple forms of prevention

Automate and integrate

Leverage collective defense
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Putting these pieces together forms the principles and requirements for 

Next-Generation Endpoint Security:

You cannot know what is “bad” in advance . An NGES solution needs to be 

watching all activity all the time, so both known and unknown behavior can 

be identified. This includes all the digital elements that attackers need to 

compromise a machine: all binaries, process activity, configuration changes, 

file activity, and network connectivity, as well as the relationships among 

these attributes .

This information builds a foundation for detection and response. It enables 

you to continuously search for anomalous patterns, and if something  

suspicious occurs, you have all the information needed to investigate,  

remediate and mitigate .

There are three ways NGES technology can monitor endpoints: scan-based, on-demand, and continuous .

• Scan- (or poll-) based monitoring is done only at points in time. It has the advantage that it is mostly dormant when inactive, 

but the significant disadvantage that critical activity will be missed when it occurs outside of the scan window. An advanced 

attack can occur and complete within minutes, and unless you are scanning nearly every minute, the malicious activity may 

not be captured and you are left scanning for less reliable artifacts. In addition, scan-based collections are resource and 

processor intensive and drain the system when active . Because they impact performance, users tend to schedule them less 

frequently, further increasing the opportunity for an attack to go unnoticed .

• On-demand (or trigger-based) monitoring is when endpoint activity is watched for a discrete period of time . The  

monitoring begins when either an operator manually intervenes or a predetermined condition is met (e.g., a firewall alert),  

and the monitoring ends upon a similar trigger or a specified time period. Like scan-based monitoring, this has the  

advantage that the agent is mostly dormant when not actively monitoring . The disadvantage is the same with traditional 

antivirus solutions—monitoring is only done in reaction to something, and you are left relying on knowing what is “bad” in 

advance. In addition, determining when to “stop” monitoring becomes a somewhat arbitrary decision and can leave gaps in 

the investigation process .

• Continuous monitoring is when activity is always being watched. It 

provides the most accurate insight into your endpoints . Would you install 

cameras in your business only to leave them off for much of the time? 

How effective would it be to only take a still picture once a day? Modern 

malware commonly deletes or changes itself after it takes action, and 

continuous monitoring is the only way to ensure you don’t miss anything . 

A proper NGES solution should be able to provide this with no perceivable 

impact on system behavior or performance . When it comes to advanced 

threats, every second counts . Watching all activity all the time is the only 

way to ensure you never miss critical pieces of the puzzle .

An NGES solution  
needs to be watching  
all activity all the time.

WATCH ALL ENDPOINT ACTIVITY

File Modification

Registry 
Modifications

Executed
Binaries

Network
Connections

File 
Executions

Cross-Process Events
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It is also important to consider how the monitoring is done and whether it is robust enough to withstand attack. Your endpoints are 

under constant assault and your NGES needs to perform even under hostile conditions, where an attacker may be trying to alter 

the system, disabling or deceiving any security . There are two layers or places where NGES can operate on an endpoint:  

User mode and Kernel mode .

• User mode, also known as ring 3, is where your user 

applications execute . Programs that run in user mode 

have restricted access to system resources . They can 

be more easily terminated or altered, and they have  

no visibility into anything running on the system at a 

lower level .

• Kernel mode, also known as ring 0, sits directly on top 

of the operating system . Device drivers such as your 

file system and network reside in kernel mode and 

have direct and unrestricted access to all resources . 

Monitoring an endpoint from kernel mode is the only way to ensure full visibility into all system activity as well as implement  

tamper-resistance features that prevent other applications from stopping or fooling the monitoring of activity . Tools that monitor  

at the user level are fine for IT operations, but they are not sufficient for security purposes because malicious actors can secretly 

taint the data or halt the system . Monitoring from kernel mode is essential for security tools .

The term “rootkit,” for example, refers to code that runs in kernel mode and hides itself from both users and user mode  

applications . While not all rootkits are bad, the term is generally reserved for malicious software . User mode applications 

 are powerless to detect or prevent rootkits .

The only way to provide truly robust and reliable visibility into endpoint activity, even when malware is present, is through  

continuous monitoring at the kernel level . Continuous monitoring is also the only way to fully satisfy the next NGES requirement  

of keeping a centralized record of all activity .

ApplicationsUser Mode

Kernel Mode Operating System

Hardware Abstraction Layer
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CREATE A CENTRALIZED “SYSTEM OF RECORD”

The information captured by your NGES should be recorded, centralized and retained . Visibility into endpoint activity is  

foundational to the entire security process, from continuous detection, to incident response, to adaptive prevention. It also  

provides an “ultimate source of truth,” which can be crucial during a forensic investigation .

Monitoring all endpoint activity but not retaining it, or only retaining it for a short period, is akin to having security cameras in  

your business but not connecting them to a recording device—the feed is only useful for a short period of time, and only while 

someone is watching it . During a cyber investigation, just as during a physical investigation, being able to “roll back the tape”  

and see what happened is critical .

The key question: Where should this system of record be stored? Should it be distributed or centralized?

• Distributed: In a distributed model, recorded endpoint data is stored on each endpoint. When a security analyst needs the 

data, it must be queried and retrieved from the systems in question . While this can be fast, the problem is that endpoints 

disconnect or become unreachable, especially during an active attack . When recorded activity is distributed, the NGES 

solution has to poll and wait; not something you want to do during an incident response when time is of the essence .

• Centralized: In a centralized model, endpoint activity is retained in a big data repository, either on-premises or in the cloud. 

Endpoint activity is automatically and continuously uploaded to this central data store . When a security analyst needs the 

data, queries are run against the central repository and answers are available immediately, regardless of the current state of 

the endpoints . 

Traditional antivirus uses a distributed model, and the limitations are evident:  

every day tens of thousands of new signatures must be sent to each and  

every endpoint . Then, each system must apply that new data and scan for the  

presence of known malware . This consumes enormous amounts of processing 

power, and it is also unreliable; if the malware was present earlier and  

subsequently removed, you will have no idea that your systems or your user  

credentials may already be compromised .

A centralized model offers multiple benefits compared to a distributed model:

• No impact to end-user systems. With a centralized storage model, threat intelligence can be applied in real time against all 

your endpoint data without impacting end-user system performance . You can also integrate your NGES with the rest of your 

security stack to correlate data and events without any user impact .

• Retrospective detection. Security knowledge comes from observing what attackers have done in the past . When new 

threat information arrives, you cannot afford to only apply that knowledge from that point forward. Having a historical record 

that is centrally accessible enables you to apply your threat intelligence—be it simple signatures or more complex behavioral 

patterns—to both the present and the past .

• Immediate answers about any endpoint. Systems regularly connect and disconnect from the network and having access to 

a recorded history of endpoint activity, regardless of a device’s current connection state, is a critical component of NGES . 

For these reasons, continuous recording to a centralized system of record is a requirement of NGES. 

Having access to  
endpoint activity,  

regardless of a device’s  
current connection  
state, is a critical  

component of NGES.
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An NGES should provide the ability to continuously look for active attacks and suspicious behavior based on multiple sources, 

both internal and external, and enable you to tune or customize exactly what you’re looking for . You should not just be waiting for 

your AV vendor to send signature updates .

Traditional antivirus security depends on a third party—the antivirus vendor— 

maintaining a single global blacklist of malware signatures . This list is broadcast 

to all clients and all systems and applies equally to everyone. It tends to contain 

fairly narrow binary signatures and is extremely ineffective against new and  

targeted attacks. It is easy for an attacker to change the binary hash of a  

malicious payload or the domain name of a command-and-control server .  

Most problematically, you can only detect the malware for which your vendor 

provides signatures; they are in control, not you .

Modern techniques for identifying threats include sophisticated behavioral 

patterns and heuristics that are more difficult for attackers to avoid. For example, 

detecting when a browser launches Java, which in turn launches a command 

shell, which in turn makes an outbound network connection . That type of  

pattern is hard to evade and does not require foreknowledge of a specific  

exploit or payload. The fidelity of data collected by NGES enables these  

more sophisticated means of detecting threats .

Moreover, the idea of detecting anomalous behavior requires an understanding 

of “normal” behavior. When different endpoints across the organization have 

different functions, what is normal? For example, running a browser is a fairly 

common occurrence . What about when a browser is executed on a domain 

controller or database server? All of a sudden, the context matters. In other 

words, some threat patterns are not global; they are organizational, system,  

or even user specific.

This is why your NGES solution must support multiple forms of detection, from external to internal, enabling you to apply that  

detection in multiple ways, from globally to context specific. Detection is a process that should be done continuously with  

correlations, queries and alerts, as well as informally with ad-hoc threat hunting. You need the flexibility to adapt intelligence  

to your organization. If a security expert, whether in-house or outside of your organization, creates a new watchlist or threat  

indicator, you should be able to easily apply that rule to your operations .

There are many sources of threat intelligence . The key is to select machine-consumable sources that your NGES solution  

can automatically process . Popular industry-standard formats of threat intelligence include STIX (Structured Threat Information 

Expression), OpenIOC (Open Indicators of Compromise), and CybOX (Cyber Observable eXpression). If your NGES provides an  

open architecture or built-in support for standard formats, integrating external threat feeds into your security process can be  

automated and easy .

ü û

Not all threats are global - context matters

End-User System Domain Controller

Detection is a process  
that should be done 

continuously with 
correlations, queries  
and alerts, as well as 

informally with ad-hoc 
threat hunting.

CUSTOMIZE THREAT DETECTION

https://stixproject.github.io/about/
http://www.openioc.org/
https://cyboxproject.github.io/
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Threat intelligence sources include:

• Commercial: Most organizations receive threat intelligence from the vendor(s) of their security solutions. In the case of 

traditional antivirus, this is just their daily malware signatures . With NGES, threat intelligence or feeds include more advanced 

patterns and behaviors . They are continuously updated based on research performed by the vendor .

• There are also companies dedicated to just providing threat intelligence and threat reports . Many of those reports, while 

interesting reading, are not machine-consumable. For example, they may deliver monthly PDF reports on the latest threats 

or cyber-attack campaigns, but you must still read through those reports, manually pull out the information that describes 

the attacks (e.g., the filenames, hashes, IP addresses), and enter that data into your NGES. Because threat intelligence is 

continuously evolving, the process of consuming such information should be automated .

• Community: A growing number of industries, both public and private, have established Information Sharing and Analysis 

Centers (ISACs) dedicated to the sharing of threat intelligence among members. There are nearly two dozen different sectors 

currently represented on the National Council of ISACs. Many of these ISACs, as well as other similar information-sharing 

organizations, provide a mechanism to share threat information, and as importantly, they can be a great resource for simply 

connecting your security personnel with others in your industry. Advanced threats often target a specific sector as part of a 

larger campaign, so knowing what your peers are facing can be an invaluable part of your defense .

• Threat Intelligence Platforms (TIPs): There are a number of online 

communities or platforms, such as Facebook’s ThreatExchange, designed 

to facilitate the sharing of information among members . These platforms 

foster communities of security professionals where intelligence can be 

aggregated, shared both privately and publicly, and connected directly to 

your NGES .

• Internal / Custom: Whether from a managed security service provider 

(MSSP) or your own security operations team, you will have custom threat 

intelligence that may be private or specific to just your organization.  

As you perform investigations, reverse engineer malware discovered in 

your network, or just observe normal operations, you are developing your 

own intelligence capabilities . Your security analysts may execute their own 

ad-hoc queries and perform threat hunting . 

Being able to encapsulate that knowledge in the form of queries, indicators and watchlists enables you to adapt to new threats 

and close the prevent-detect-respond security cycle .

In the current rapidly evolving threat landscape, intelligence will remain a fractured business.  

You need to be able to tune and customize detection for your business. NGES solutions support  

this process by accepting threat intelligence from multiple sources, including commercial,  

community and custom. They should support community forums for exchanging information,  

and facilitate membership within the many threat intelligence ecosystems. In today’s complex  

world of advanced attacks, you should not rely on any one source for all of your security intelligence.

In today’s complex  
world of advanced  
attacks, you should  
not rely on any one  

source for all of your  
security intelligence.

http://www.isaccouncil.org/
https://www.facebook.com/threatexchange
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RESPOND TO AND DISRUPT ATTACKS

Your endpoint security solution needs to facilitate rapid investigation and response against both alerts and incidents . Since there is 

no such thing as perfect prevention, it’s not enough to just stop attacks . You need to be able to determine their root cause so you 

can learn from the adversary, disrupt their behavior, and ensure they cannot repeat the same techniques .

Traditional incident response involves point-in-time image captures of suspect 

systems, and a team of forensic engineers to sift through the bread crumbs 

potentially left behind by an attacker . This is akin to bringing a crime scene  

investigation team to your house every time the alarm goes off, except with  

cyber security, the alarm might be going off a few million times a day. The 

process is costly in terms of resources, time and money . More importantly, 

the process is typically fruitless, as there are many false alarms and advanced 

attackers have learned how to erase their tracks .

Response must be a continuous process, requiring fast triage and investigation .

Unraveling the Entire Attack

NGES changes the way incident response is done by providing the real-time data needed to unravel and understand how an 

attack occurs . By viewing the historical activity that has been captured on your centralized big data repository—the “system of 

record” discussed earlier—you can easily determine root cause .

For example, consider what happens when you discover a running process that is performing suspicious activity. If you simply  

terminate the process, delete the file in question, or reimage the machine, you have only addressed a symptom not the cause. 

Who or what launched the process and how? Who or what wrote the file before it was launched? What else was the system  

doing at that time? As the file may have appeared hours, days or even weeks earlier, answering those questions requires the  

ability to look back in time, or roll back the tape .

Most attacks come from known vulnerabilities or stolen credentials . By tracing the source of the activity to its application and user, 

you can quickly determine how the attacker entered and apply appropriate preventative measures .

The historical and live record is equally important to determine scope—the systems, users and configuration changes that are  

impacted by an attack. In most advanced attacks, there is rarely just one artifact—one file or one configuration change made by 

the attacker to establish persistence. They may have left multiple files, even if only one has executed. They may have jumped to 

other processes to steal credentials or infect other systems in your organization. Given any thread (e.g., a file, a user, a system), 

unraveling goes in both directions—tracing the activity to its source to identify root cause, and following the activity to its  

destinations to identify scope .

NGES changes the  
way incident response  

is done by providing the 
real-time data needed to 
unravel and understand  
how an attack occurs.
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Disrupt the Adversary’s Behavior

Consider the cyber kill chain discussed earlier—each stage of an attack builds on the success of the former stage . Disrupting  

different stages of an attack forces the adversary to change their behavior. It raises the cost for the attacker and shifts the balance 

of power back to you .

Adversaries have patterns. In military parlance, they call this TTPs (tactics, techniques and procedures). The more you can learn 

about your adversary’s TTPs, the harder their job becomes . Most artifacts during traditional incident response are easy for an 

attacker to alter, such as the cryptographic hash of a file or an outbound IP address. Behaviors are much harder to change. For 

example, if the attack relies on a vulnerability in Java to launch a command shell, patching Java and then preventing or alerting on 

Java launching a shell makes it much harder for the attacker to hide or succeed.

The goal of response is not just to eliminate the current threat but to understand the attack, so you can disrupt the adversary’s 

ability to achieve an objective, and further augment your detection and prevention capabilities to eliminate repeat attacks . 

Live Response: Acting Under Fire

At the time you receive an alert or begin an investigation, any potential attack 

is likely already in progress . With most organizations using traditional endpoint 

security, this means picking up the telephone and calling the user of the system 

in question and hoping you can reach them. If you suspect the attack is live, 

you might even request the user pull the network cord from their computer; at 

which point you now have no visibility into what might be happening .

A key feature of NGES is the ability to perform live response—directly  

connecting to the system in question and taking remedial action . Whether it  

is terminating a suspect process, isolating the system from the network, or  

making a configuration change, when an attack is in progress every second 

counts. Being able to take action easily and quickly, without sacrificing the  

ability to continue the investigation, is crucial .

Disrupting different  
stages of an attack  

forces the adversary to 
change their behavior.

Patch Vulnerability

Block 
Comms

Starting
Event

Infected 
Computer #1Terminate & Ban

Infected 
Computer #2

Infected 
Computer #3

Determine Root Cause Determine Scope
Isolate from Network
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Security is about risk management, understanding the different risks to different 

parts of the organization, and applying controls accordingly . Not all endpoints 

are equal in risk or usage . The applications and data available on your servers 

are different than on your end-user laptops or your fixed-function devices. So 

why would you use the same exact prevention everywhere? “One-size security” 

does not fit all.

Because you cannot rely on knowing what is “bad” in advance, NGES offers both reactive and proactive methods of prevention, 

with the ability to “dial up” or “dial down” the level of protection for different systems, lines of business, or users.

• Reactive: Reactive prevention includes not just antivirus signatures and hashes, but also suspicious behaviors and patterns 

of compromise based on a continuous feed of threat intelligence. There are newer techniques to identify malicious files such 

as dynamic analysis or sandboxing, where files are detonated and analyzed in isolated environments to look for suspicious 

behaviors. Another technique is static analysis, where machine learning and heuristics are applied to files to identify 

similarities with known malware . Since these techniques rely on a predetermined set of known-bad behaviors or signatures, 

similar to traditional antivirus, they will not catch everything and they may cause false positives (incorrectly identifying good 

software as bad) . Nonetheless, there is no single solution to the problem of security, and these methods can be an important 

part of your security stack .

• Proactive: Proactive prevention does not rely on signatures. It includes techniques such as application control, where 

you manage and only allow “good” behavior, which for most systems is a significantly easier task than managing a list of 

unexpected or malicious activity . Examples of proactive prevention include: removal of administrative rights (privilege 

management), anti-exploitation hardening (e .g ., ASLR and Microsoft EMET), process and network isolation, and default-deny 

(also known as whitelisting) . Default-deny is generally the strongest security posture, enabling you to prevent any untrusted 

application or untrusted behavior from executing. There are different methods for managing default-deny, from simple  

list-type management of trusted applications, to more flexible policy-based rules that offer different levels of trust based  

on user, organizational unit, and application . 

Applying the right prevention for the right endpoints

A number of systems in your organization have a dedicated purpose or a fixed function. These include kiosks and point-of-sale 

(POS) systems, but also backend critical infrastructure systems and servers such as your domain controllers and DNS servers. 

These endpoints should only be running software necessary to perform their business purpose, and nothing else . These are ideal 

candidates for default-deny, where not just malicious files are prevented, but also any unauthorized activity.

Endpoints that contain sensitive data or are used by heavily targeted users also should have the most secure forms of prevention 

applied . Policy-based default deny, along with dynamic analysis and other forms of prevention as appropriate, enables you to 

maintain system flexibility without compromising protection.

Other systems are more dynamic in nature, such as software developer workstations where new code is created and tested 

regularly. Your corporate culture may be more open in regard to allowing users to experiment with new software. In these cases, 

deploying reactive techniques such as signatures and detonate-and-deny, along with alerting on suspicious processes or network 

activity, might be appropriate .

NGES provides different prevention options that enable you to adapt security to your business, not the business to your security 

solution. You need the flexibility to apply the right controls to your systems based on risk tolerance and culture, and still be able to 

centrally manage your security .

Adapt security to your 
business, not the business to 

your security solution.

APPLY MULTIPLE FORMS OF PREVENTION
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A comprehensive security program involves dozens of different solutions 

working together in support of a common process. One of the biggest  

challenges in the security industry today is that, too often, vendors and  

products adopt a “go-it-alone” mentality and operate in silos . This forces 

security teams to choose between best-of-breed versus integration, an 

unnecessary trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency.

Modern security solutions, including NGES, need to be able to integrate  

with each other, to share data both automatically and programmatically .  

This is achieved by both partnerships between vendors and open APIs 

where integration can be customized .

The telemetry captured by NGES provides an invaluable source of data 

regarding what is happening across all of your endpoints . Coupled with the 

ability to enforce policies and take action, consider some of the ways in 

which integration can be leveraged across the security stack:

• Prevention: Network security appliances (NSA) can only protect 

systems connected to the main network . NGES can automatically 

enforce those same blocks directly on your remote endpoints .

• Detection: The SIEM fires thousands of alerts every day, most of which 

are false positives. Imagine if every time a network alert fired you 

could immediate determine which endpoints, if any, are impacted, and 

exactly what happened on them. Enriching SIEM data with endpoint 

telemetry enables rapid alert verification and triage.

• Response: NGES can tie into your PCLM or patch management 

solution to automatically patch a vulnerability identified as the root 

cause of an attack, or help prioritize updates based on active threats . 

You should look for products and vendors that are committed to openness 

and integration . By automating the interaction of the data and tools within 

your security stack, you achieve a force multiplier and enable your teams to 

focus on their primary goal—stopping the adversary .

Look for products 
and vendors that are 

committed to openness 
and integration.

AUTOMATE AND INTEGRATE

DevOps: Setting a model for the  
security industry

 

Historically, software development, quality 

assurance, and IT operations have been 

discrete and independent functions within 

organizations . Software engineers worked 

in one environment with one set of pro-

cesses, while IT operations staff worked  

in a different environment with different 

processes . With cloud environments,  

the push toward more rapid, if not  

continuous, deployments created a  

need for developers to work more  

closely with IT operations.

In 2009, the term DevOps gained traction 

as a way to bridge development, testing 

and operations across the entire delivery 

cycle. DevOps promotes processes and 

methods for collaborating between these 

organizations. It relies heavily on automated 

tasks and orchestrated processes, and has 

driven more efficient communication, more 

stable release processes, and more secure  

deployment practices .

The convergence of security with DevOps 

is a natural extension where the same 

principles of automation, integration and 

collaboration apply . A growing number  

of security teams are adding DevOps  

engineer as a critical job function,  

responsible for integrating security tools 

into existing processes through the use  

of automation . While most modern  

security products provide APIs to facilitate 

automation, this is as much a cultural shift 

as it is a technical one .
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Security is a process that requires the collaboration of systems, knowledge and people . No security organization should go it 

alone, and we are starting to see a new era of cooperation between companies, vendors and the security community at large .

By integrating across products in the security stack, you can combine best-of-breed technologies to more efficiently prevent 

breaches, detect threats, and respond to incidents . Too many security solutions are managed and operated in isolation; the 

network analyst sees one thing, the server administrator sees another, the desktop security analyst sees yet another . When the 

underlying products share data, the result is a force multiplier that turns data into intelligence, and provides everyone responsible 

for security with access to critical information .

Through automation and threat intelligence platforms, you can expand your coverage by sharing information on attack behaviors, 

detection rules, malicious samples, and known vulnerabilities. The benefits of collaboration are playing out every day on security 

exchange forums:

• A user posts a question about a suspicious behavior observed on a system, including the binary and endpoint activity 

collected by the NGES .

• Other security experts join in the conversation, adding their own observations and analysis.

• Within hours, the malicious activity is identified and a query is posted that can be imported back into the NGES for automatic 

detection of similar attacks . 

Security teams are able to more quickly tap into the collective wisdom of the community and turn that knowledge into  

tangible rules they can use directly in their own solutions . This is important because the adversaries are launching attack  

campaigns against entire sectors, and will often use those same techniques in other campaigns with different targets.

In the span of just a few months in early 2015, three major health insurance  

providers announced breaches of customer information totaling almost 100 

million records . As details about these attacks became known, there were a 

number of similar characteristics and techniques to them. In July 2015, it was 

disclosed that a major airline had its network infiltrated and information stolen, 

again using similar techniques as the earlier healthcare breaches . We must  

do a better job of sharing threat intelligence, and we are starting to see the 

mechanisms and motivations for companies to better achieve this goal .

Security practitioners need to work together to raise the bar against our  

adversaries . Security vendors must enable and foster this collaboration,  

through integrations, security forums, and sharing of intelligence feeds .  

The future of NGES is collective defense .

Security is a process  
that requires the 

collaboration of systems, 
knowledge and people.

LEVERAGE COLLECTIVE DEFENSE
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Deploying Next-Generation Endpoint Security
With expanding technology and dissolving perimeters, there are many different corporate infrastructures, as well as different 

cultures and preferences. An important aspect to NGES is having the flexibility to deploy security solutions in a manner consistent 

with your needs and risk tolerance .

Since NGES monitors all endpoints and centrally collects telemetry, it requires a backend somewhere to store that data .  

Not everyone has the expertise or desire to manage their own servers . Conversely, not everyone is comfortable having their  

data hosted “in the cloud .”

At the highest level, there are two places to host an NGES solution—on-premises or in the cloud . When hosted in the cloud,  

the operational aspects of the solution can be managed either internally or externally . There are advantages to each deployment 

option and you should choose the right option for your organization: 

The NGES server is hosted onsite,  
using hardware that your IT team owns 
and manages . 

Gives you the most control, security  

and speed .

The NGES server is hosted within  
your cloud infrastructure. Your IT team 
manages the operational aspects of  
the system .

Enables you to operate the NGES while  

benefiting from a cloud-based infrastructure.

The NGES server is hosted in a cloud 
infrastructure that is managed by the 
security vendor .

All of the data is at your fingertips for use  

in any way you want, while your vendor  

manages all the backend operations for  

you . Convenient . Easy

The NGES server is hosted and operated 
by a managed security service provider . 
They also administer and maintain the 
functional aspects of the solution .

 

You get the benefits of NGES but no  

operational responsibilities; all of the  

work is done for you by your MSSP .

On-Premises

Private Cloud

SaaS

MSSP
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Maturing Your Endpoint Security Program
This paper outlines the requirements for NGES, but every organization must determine how rapidly they can adopt NGES and in 

what parts of their organization .

The following Endpoint Security Maturity Model can help you answer a few important questions:

• Where is your endpoint security today? Most CISOs who look at this model conclude—with great concern—that they are at 

level one or level two, at best .

• Where would you like it to be? It’s generally accepted among industry experts that you need to be at level three or level 

four to adequately protect you organization in today’s cyber war . 

• In Level One, an organization is vulnerable . They have no visibility into what’s running or what’s happened on their endpoints . 

They rely on traditional antivirus for detection and prevention, which only stops “known-bad” files. Their only form of response 

is to reimage machines, which means they do not address root cause or scope and are likely to be reinfected frequently . 

Their endpoint security tools are siloed and not integrated .

• In Level Two, an organization has reduced risk . They are using polling and scanning to get some endpoint visibility, but it’s 

limited. For detection, they’re using reputation or algorithmic data, which is an improvement over signatures. To improve 

prevention, they may do a number of things, including simple whitelisting and removing admin rights . When an incident 

happens, they have manual and reactive processes to determine root cause and scope . Their endpoint tools have some 

basic integration into a SIEM via alerts and logs.

None

AV signatures

Only detects 
known malware 

AV signatures

Only stops 
known malware 

Reimage machines

No root-cause 
analysis
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• In Level Three, an organization has a strong posture . They have real-time visibility and continuous recording into the state 

of their endpoints . Their detection uses threat intelligence, usually from one vendor, and they may use simple “indicators 

of compromise .” Their prevention has become proactive, because they determine what they want to ban rather than relying 

solely on third-party signatures . When they have to respond to an incident, they have automated mechanisms to determine 

root cause and scope. They are integrating their endpoint security with their network security and SIEM, so information can 

be better correlated and alerts triaged faster .

• Level Four is the ultimate goal where an organization has the best protection . They have real-time visibility and recording of 

both endpoint state and activity (so they know, for example, when an endpoint is making an active connection to a malicious 

site or performing an unauthorized activity) . Their detection is based on aggregating multiple sources of threat intelligence, 

and they are using patterns and behavior, not just simple indicators . They use the highest form of prevention, which is 

default-deny; and it is policy-based so it is low administration and customized for different users and machine types. When 

they respond to an incident, they can automatically terminate, contain the attack and perform remediation . They leverage 

open APIs to integrate their endpoint security with whatever they need. 

As you map out what level you strive to attain, note that you may want to be at different levels for different assets or parts of your 

organization. For example, you might feel the need to be stronger in prevention on your servers than on your end-user systems, or 

you may feel the need to have more rapid response capabilities on your CEO’s machine than your receptionist’s. But you should 

attain at least Level Three everywhere; anything less is insufficient to stop and properly respond to advanced or targeted attacks.
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Conclusion
Today’s security battle has moved to the endpoint, and forward-thinking CISOs are outfitting their endpoints with modern solutions 

designed for today’s cyber war . Security teams need more than new technology; they need a new mindset . They can no longer 

adopt the “detect-it-and-stop-it” posture that organizations have used for more than 15 years . Modern attackers are way too smart 

and determined for that simplistic of a defense .

The modern approach, enabled by NGES, encompasses an entire security operations lifecycle, in which organizations follow this 

iterative, cyclical process:

1. Gain visibility into all endpoint activity through centralized recording. In simple terms, put a video camera on all your 

endpoints to watch and record all the essential items an attacker needs to access to breach your systems, and keep 

that recording in a centralized location to which you always have immediate and reliable access. In security, every 

second counts .

2. Prevent as many attacks as possible using modern techniques that do more than detect-and-stop, and use the right 

forms of prevention for each of your systems, users, and business operations. “One size” does not fit all in today’s world. 

You need to be able to match your prevention models to your business, not change the business to match your pre-

vention model .

3. Detect advanced attacks using techniques that extend beyond signatures; signatures are useful, but not enough . Your 

detection rules need to be customizable so you can augment any detection rules that are built into your product(s) 

with specific rules that you determine are appropriate for your business. And you should leverage multiple sources of 

threat intelligence—one vendor cannot provide it all . Your security strategy should include malware detection, but it 

should not depend on it solely . Strong detection techniques complement strong prevention models because no  

prevention model is impenetrable .

4. Respond to incidents rapidly and continuously . Continuous, centralized recording creates a persistent system of record 

that enables you to unravel any attack, determine root cause, disrupt the attack, and remediate the infected systems .

5. Use the knowledge gained in each step above to tune your prevention and detection systems to ensure that pattern of 

attack never repeats . 

Every industry analyst firm is producing research about NGES. They use different names and different definitions, but they all  

reach the same conclusion: every organization needs to upgrade their endpoint security to a modern Next-Generation Endpoint 

Security solution .
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Feature Vendor 1 Vendor 2 Vendor 3

Watch all endpoint activity

Monitor all essential activity (binaries, processes, file activity, configuration changes, network connections)  

Continuous always-on monitoring

Kernel-mode monitoring

Cross-platform support (Windows, Mac, Linux)

Create a centralized “system of record”

Keep recorded history of activity

Centralize and retain data

Access to data regardless of endpoint connection state

Customize threat detection

Vendor supplied threat feeds

Support for third-party feeds

Create your own unique detection rules

Ability to share rules both inside and outside of your company

Detect via behaviors and patterns, not just atomic signatures

Respond to and disrupt attacks

Ability to visualize attack

Traverse kill chain to determine root cause and scope

Isolate affected systems from network

Disrupt attacks in progress (terminate processes, delete files, etc.)

Remotely interrogate systems

Remotely remediate systems

Apply multiple forms of prevention

Access to multiple forms of prevention and ability to customize

Reactive forms of prevention (blacklists, signatures, behaviors, etc .)

Proactive forms of prevention (default-deny, anti-exploitation, etc .)

Custom banning

Support for dynamic analysis

Reputational data

Policy-driven default-deny

Automate and integrate

Network security appliances integration

SIEM integration

Open API for custom integrations

Leverage collective defense

Access to IR and security professionals

Integration with online forums

Ability to share detection rules, code samples, and intelligence

NGES Requirements Checklist
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